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Introduction
“Any time you
want to know
love, call upon
me, for I love
you with a love
that is undying
and unchanging.
I am your lover I
will not forsake
you. No matter
where you move
to, no matter
where you
journey, no
matter how bad
things seem to
be or how good,
always I am with
you.” Jeshua

Jeshua starts out with the question that we asked ourselves a long time
ago “How does it feel to create that which is unlike divine?” This
curiosity sent us into a spiral of density from which we are now
emerging. We got to experience the first to the third dimension and we
are now remembering what it is like to “live in a space of health; health
of body, health of mind, health of friendships and relationships.” It has
been a long winding journey, which most of us want to complete into
the Oneness consciousness.
There is even hope that one day we will no longer even need the
separated ego and can tell it that “Your contract is finished.”
It is wonderfully, profoundly reassuring to have Jeshua pledge his love
to us, “Always I am with you. So if you want to know love and you feel
that there is not much love in the world, call upon me.”

The power principles of “Ascension of Collective Consciousness”:
 Allow yourself to have your feet in the third dimension but
allow your inner being to be at peace.
 Say good-bye to your servant, the separated ego as you
focus on ascension into the 5th dimension.
 Believe that you are vaster, more powerful, greater than
you have ever imagined.
 Abide in love and visualize it for the world every morning.
 Judge only from the place of the Beholder of Oneness.
 See the potential for ones to resolve their opposition and
their separation from each other.
 Trust that Jeshua is always with us.
 Believe in Peace, Love, Friendship, and Compassion.

Discussion Questions
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 What passage in this chapter touches your heart? Your mind? Your
imagination?

 Have you ever thought that “separated ego will be a story”? In other
words, the ego that guides us through this third dimensional world of
fear and control, will no longer have “a contract” to keep us limited.
What would it feel like to have total freedom from that kind of
internally generated limitation? What can you visualize for your life?
 What do you think of Jeshua’s description of death as a “great
reunion, a remembrance of Oneness”?

Affirmation for
the Week:
“I fear nothing,
for the Christ is
guiding me.”
Jeshua

Assignments
 Jeshua gives us an assignment: “Have the intent to abide in the
divinity of love which you are. Set that for yourself every morning
when you first awaken and you take that first yawn. As you take
that first yawn, allow yourself to feel expansive. Take in all of the air
around you and know that you are filling up the energy of being with
the love that you are, and you are so excited to go out that day and
share it with everyone. Allow your love to encircle the globe.
Visualize it.” Do this for the next week and see if it becomes a habit
that lifts you up every morning to live in the higher dimensions.
 Practice living in ascended consciousness by releasing judgement.
Jeshua tells us that “if you must judge, judge from the place of the
Beholder that sees everything from the standpoint of w,h,o,l,e –
holy-vision. Write down your experience of being the Beholder.
 Jeshua mentions lifetimes in Lemuria where “many of you the
vibration of nature and you worshiped it in Oneness, because you
know yourself to be the vibration of nature.” What can you
remember from your Lemurian existence? Check out these websites
for information about Atlantis: www.atlan.org
 About Lemuria: https://www.gaia.com/video/riddle-lemuria-frank-josephhoff?fullplayer=feature

 More about artifacts of Lemuria and other ancient phenomenon:
https://www.gaia.com/video/klaus-dona-lemuria-and-originscivilization?fullplayer=feature

 Affirmation: “I fear nothing, for the Christ is guiding me.”
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